
OUTLINE YOUR CASTING DECISIONS FOR NORA

ï»¿Briefly outline your casting decisions for Nora and Christine and then explain how you would direct your actors in the
re-union section on Act 1 in order to reveal.

Movies are a different form of storytelling, but adaptations can and do work, and often beautifully. In your
answer you should focus on how Juliet would be presented in this scene and how the scene would be acted?
Unlike Ibsen's Nora, she has a paid job â€” at an ad agency â€” and financial independence. However to Nora
is Mrs Linde who also I would solid as a tall, willowy girl, slightly over the age of Nora in her mid-thirties, to
show the idea that she actually is wiser, frail and has received troubles developing up. The reversal was also
true, and that's why their romance worked for me. Watching a movie, like reading a book is a choice. First the
option is for a feature film, and is in the very early stages of development. I love books. Do I want, and hope
for, a cast that reflects and embodies those characters? I was left in a good but uneasy place and am excited
about the final chapter to come in this fascinating tale. The book is a book. Yup, one could say I felt a very
strong connection with him. The depth of that investment often staggers me. My feelings often mirrored his
while I was reading the book, and he alone got my eyes misty 3 times. He was the loner in the group, even
though his friendship with Cal and Fox was strong and undeniable. Gage has been my favorite character in the
trilogy since the first book. The anger from some is a little astonishing. The final, heartbreaking scene sees her
leaving her husband and three children. Overall, this was a great ending to an uneven trilogy. A gambling man
like Gage has no trouble betting on his crew to find a way. No problem at all. The investment, the concerns, I
understand. I was glad to see The Pagan Stone getting the trilogy back on track and ending it on a high note.
How would you want your audience to respond to Nina in her final appearance of the play? But Gage knows
that a woman like Cybil â€” with her brains and strength and devastating beauty â€” can only bring him luck.
While looking fairly similar to But she has a dark, beating heart, and the play charts her attempts to understand
and articulate her own desires and needs. I could name more, dozens more, but then this post would go on
forever.


